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Once you have started writing, keep writing: do not revise or look back (if possible) as that 

will hobble and cramp you, and possibly make you so self-conscious you stop writing.  Just 

imagine you are on a walk, climbing a hill let us say, and you have your eye on the summit 

and you just keep walking and you don’t stop or look back till you get to the top.  Or, to 

phrase it differently, you get from one side of the tight rope to the other: you make a 

complete pass. 

 

Then and only then do you turn to the troubling, sometimes messy and invariably 

exhausting business of redrafting.  This is when the fun begins.  Remember the secret of 

writing is re-writing. When you comb through your first draft you are looking for three 

things: 

 

1) Inaccuracies: you are looking for lines where you haven’t said what you mean.  

Remember the idea that you, when you write, are making a tracing of something, an image 

that is buried deep in your psyche. When you re-draft, you are seeing whether your lines on 

the tracing paper correspond to the image you are making a copy of.  If they don’t, you have 

to rub your old lines out and start again (re-trace).  Remember, you will have to do this 

many times before you get your tracing (traced image) to resemble the image in your mind 

that you are trying to replicate. Ideally, by the time you have finished writing, the traced 

image, and the image will be identical.  Can I warn you here, they never will be.  Nothing is 

ever as perfect as it could be, or as you would like it to be but never mind.  Remember, all 

texts are provisional, even masterpieces. 

 

2) Cuts. Though you may despair at cutting, remember that a ghostly remnant of what you 

wrote and then cut, will remain in the text.  This idea has its origins in Hemingway’s “iceberg 

theory” as expounded in Death in the Afternoon (the bullfighting book, not for the faint 

hearted): “If a writer of prose knows enough of what he is writing about he may omit things 

that he knows and the reader, if the writer is writing truly will have a feeling of those things 

as strongly as though the writer has stated them.”  Hemingway means is that the writer’s 

knowledge will inform everything: it will be encoded in his prose.  What I am arguing here 

takes Hemingway’s idea (he said immodestly) a step further: what I am saying is you, the 

writer, put that knowledge into your text when you write, and then when you cut  

 

 

 



 

 

it out, all the words around the section you’ve cut (the words leading up to it, the words 

leading away from it) will contain, will be engrained or encoded with, what was cut, and the 

reader will absorb (intuit) a sense of what has gone.  This may sound (it does sound) like 

nonsense.  However, if you write it and then take it out, you will find readers really will pick 

up on what’s gone - but only if you’ve written it properly first. 

 

3) Clichés: clichés - ‘at the end of the day’, ‘football is game of two halves’, ‘it’s a rum old 

world’, ‘Women are from Venus, Men are from Mars’-  are the enemies of specificity and 

originality, precision and style.  

 

Clichés are phrases, ready-made, that a writer can just drop in when they need to say 

something without having to think, or struggle, or really work out exactly what it is they 

want to say.  The real problem with clichés is that they offer a quick fix and they allow you 

to get sort-of-more-or-less-what-you-want-to-say said but not exactly what you want to say.  

Now obviously this won’t do.  (He would say that, wouldn’t he?)  It’s obviously never good 

enough to say sort-of-more-or-less-what-you-want-to-say: you must never settle for less 

than saying exactly what you want to say. So, when you have your first draft and you are 

combing through, your cliché detection radar must be on; and every single instance where 

you have relied on something already minted and circulating to say what you want, you cut, 

and you find your own words instead.  It will be hard, but you will find, because you have 

eliminated the ready-made and replaced it with homemade, originally generated words 

personal, peculiar and unique to you, that you are saying more closely what you want to 

say. The endgame of this cliché elimination and replacement with entirely your own 

language is that your prose will sing in entirely your own voice. 

 

Now, finally, there is one exception to this cliché elimination business. In the reported 

speech (the dialogue) of characters, there will be clichés, because when we talk we use 

clichés.  And sometimes if your fiction is a work of ventriloquism (if you are allowing a 

character to tell a story in their voice and in the first person, rather than in your voice) they 

may use clichés or it may be appropriate to allow them to.  However, beware; clichés aren’t 

nourishing and they leave readers feeling dissatisfied. Even if your would or could use 

clichés, let their cliché use be sparing and controlled.   

 

The caveat about clichés in dialogue notwithstanding, you should strive everywhere else in 

your prose to get rid of the little fiends.  Someone (Flaubert?) described them (clichés) as 

lice that have to be squashed.  Carlo Gébler. 

 

 
 


